July 26-29
UCF Main Campus
Engineering Buildings
9:00 AM - 4:00 PM

The UCF Cybersecurity Camp offers high school students entering grades 9-12 an interactive introduction to cybersecurity. The camp focuses on beginner and intermediate computer security techniques taught by professionals within the field, and concludes with team challenges to address real world security scenarios.

You will learn system administration skills in both Windows and Linux, malware handling, virtualization, the need for physical as well as digital security and the basics of digital forensics. A limited number of students will be selected to participate in the camp.

For More Information and to Register:
cybercamp.cs.ucf.edu
407.823.6230

It is our intention to host our summer programs in person on the UCF Main Campus in accordance with university policies. Programs may change to virtual as new information becomes available and we will post these updates at cybercamp.cs.ucf.edu.